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Abstrat
We show that, ontrarily to reent laims, data from the Wilson (unimproved) fermioni ation
at three dierent β values demonstrate the presene of a large Goldstone boson ontribution in the
quark pseudosalar vertex, quantitatively lose to our previous estimate based on the SW ation with
cSW = 1.769. We show that disretisation errors on Z
MOM
S /Z
MOM
P seem to be muh smaller than
the Goldstone pole ontribution over a very large range of momenta. The subtration of this non
perturbative ontribution leads to numbers lose to one-loop BPT.
LPT-Orsay 00-122 (november 2000)
1 Introdution
In a reent paper [1℄, using data
2
from the QCDSF ollaboration at β = 6.0 and cSW = 1.769 for three
dierent values of κ [2℄, we have shown that the quark pseudosalar vertex ontains an unexpetedly
large ontribution from the Goldstone boson pole, and that this ontribution aounts for a third of
ZP at 2 GeV. Qualitative indiation of this large Goldstone ontribution had been noted previously
by the QCDSF group [3℄, and by the Rome group [4℄. A large quantitative estimate has been found
independently by JLQCD [5℄ with staggered fermions.
Giusti and Vladikas [6℄ have reently presented a ritiism of our paper; they have reexamined this
problem using Wilson data at two values of β = 6.2, 6.4, and have ome to the onlusion that the
Goldstone boson term would be below the level of disretisation errors "around p = 1/a", and therefore
not signiant. However, they do not ompare their data with our result − given at 2 GeV (ap ≃ 1 at
β = 6.0)− but rather onsider higher momenta p = 3.3 or 4.6 GeV (sin2(ap) = 0.8 in their Fig. 4 and
Table 1), where of ourse the Goldstone is muh smaller
3
. We present here an analysis based on a set
of previously published data of the same origin [7℄, whih shows that, ontrary to their objetions, the
Goldstone boson ontribution in Wilson data is in fat ompletely ompatible with our previous estimate,
and muh above disretisation errors at 2 GeV and probably at notably higher momenta4.
The present study in fat improves our determination of the Goldstone pole. First of all, the set of
Wilson data analysed here is obtained at larger values of β, up to β = 6.4, where disretisation errors
should beome really small at moderate p ≃ 2 GeV (a2p2 ≃ 0.25 at β = 6.4), and perhaps better than
with the previous β = 6.0 data [2℄ with ALPHA SW improved ation. Seondly, we are now in a position
to give a reliable estimate of the disretisation errors by onsidering the evolution of the parameters with
1
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To alulate Zψ , we have also used the propagator data at β = 6.0 kindly ommuniated by the Rome group.
3
One should not speak of the magnitude of the Goldstone at p = 1/a independently of the value of β, sine this magnitude
depends on p, and p = 1/a depends of ourse on β. We have never spoken ourselves of suh a thing, as stated in the abstrat
of [6℄, but of its magnitude at 2 GeV (β = 6.0).
4
The present study ould presumably be improved using the raw data of [6℄, whih were unfortunately not available to
us up to now. We now hope to improve our results in the future with the help of the authors of [6℄.
1
β. Thirdly, thanks to the β = 6.2, 6.4 data, we an improve the large momentum tail of our analysis of
power orretions. Finally, we shall also improve our previous work by the inlusion of statistial errors.
Having shown that the Wilson data onrm rather beautifully our rst estimate, exhibiting a remark-
able stability of the eet with inreasing β, we shall onlude by a ritial analysis of the proedures of
[6℄ whih lead to erroneous onlusions.
2 Previous results on the Goldstone pole in the pseudosalar ver-
tex
2.1 Our previous results
The theoretial expetation from the ontinuum is that a pole in 1/mq must be present in the pseudosalar
quark vertex at q = 0, as a onsequene of the existene of the Goldstone boson. In [1℄, we analysed the
lattie data kindly ommuniated by QCDSF ollaboration [2℄ for the PS vertex at β = 6.0 with SW
ation at cSW = 1.769, at several κ, ombined with propagator data from the Rome group, at the same
β with the same ation. We have obtained, in the MOM renormalisation sheme, a Goldstone-like t of(
Z−1P
)
MOM
= ΓP /Zψ as funtion of κ. Namely, we have shown that, at ap = 1 and β = 6.0, i.e. around
1.9− 2 GeV:
Z−1P (2 GeV) = 1.88 +
0.023
amq
. (1)
The rst term on the r.h.s. is the (β-dependent) short-distane ontribution. The Goldstone pole or-
responds to the seond term
5
, i.e. a pole in mq at mq = 0. We have also heked that, as funtion
of p2, one has the expeted behavior: the short distane term is ompatible with a logarithmi depen-
dene ∼
[
αs(p
2)
]4/11
and the Goldstone term has a 1/p2 derease. Converting to physial units, with
a−1 = 1.9 GeV, one obtains:
Z−1P (p
2) = Z−1P (short distance) +
0.158GeV3
mq p2
(2)
Of ourse, the eet of the unertainty due to the error on a−1 ould be relevant for the Goldstone
ontribution sine it is ∝ a−3. Despite this fat, and despite the presene of other unertainties, it
seems diult to esape the onlusion that the magnitude of the Goldstone term is large at the smallest
quark mass (around mq = 50 MeV) and at 2 GeV: 30% of the total Z
−1
P = 2.7 at 1.9 GeV, although it is
dereasing rapidly with inreasing p2. The result an be translated into an estimate of the Georgi-Politzer
mass at 1.9 GeV in the hiral limit: mR = 34 MeV.
2.2 Related ndings of JLQCD and ALPHA
Our evaluation (1,2) is quantitatively supported by the remarkable JLQCD results on the pseudosalar
vertex and the mass operator with staggered fermions [5℄. These results are important as they benet
from two advantages: they go down to very small quark masses (about 20 MeV), and they have, in
priniple, small disretisation errors. The phenomenon appears very stable with respet to β as they
onsidered β = 6.0, 6.2 and 6.4.
The above estimate of the Goldstone term is also supported by the estimate of the ALPHA group
for the short distane ZP [9℄, whih must be onsidered as very solid, sine they work at ultra-short
distanes, and sine their disretisation errors are very well ontrolled. When their short-distane result
is onverted into the MOM sheme
6
and evolved perturbatively (at 3 loops ) down to 2 GeV, one obtains
Z−1P (2 GeV) = 1.8. This result is lose to the rst term of Eq.(1), and quite dierent from the total
Z−1P (2 GeV) ≃ 2.5 − 2.7: the dierene must be lled by the Goldstone boson pole, unless there be
inredibly large disretisation errors in the total Z−1P . The latter is very unlikely in view of the following
disussion of Wilson data.
5
Reently, on investigating the quark propagator and the Ward identity relating the PS and the propagator [8℄, we have
improved the preision of the determination of ZP ,and obtained similar numbers. However, we shall stik here to our rst
determination, to whih [6℄ is referring.
6
The initial idea of this onversion is due to Vittorio Lubiz.
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3 The Goldstone pole in Wilson data
The most valuable part of [6℄ is the introdution of the ratio (ZP /ZS)
RI/MOM = ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S
and, on the other hand, of some interesting Ward-Takahashi identities. Let us emphasize indeed that
ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S is a sale-dependent quantity, in ontrast to (ZP /ZS)
WI
, but with a p2 dependene due
only to power orretions . This gives it an important advantage over ZP whih neessarily ontains
a purely perturbative ontribution with logarithmi behaviour, ompliating the determination of the
power term.
We therefore disuss ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S as the best probe of the Goldstone pole, whih should be seen as
a 1/mq p
2
term in the inverse, ZMOMS /Z
MOM
P . Moreover, we shall show later that, aording to equation
(19) of [6℄, a p2 hange in ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S an only be due to the presene of a Goldstone 1/mq pole.
The physial soure of any departure from the p2 → ∞ asymptoti value must then be a Goldstone
ontribution. That it is present is reognized in [6℄; we dier on the estimate of its magnitude.
The rst question to be answered is whether the eet of the Goldstone pole has the large magnitude
that we have estimated, or whether it is sub-dominant with respet to disretisation errors already at p =
2GeV, as laimed in [6℄. This an be answered only by onsidering the behaviour of ZMOMS /Z
MOM
P around
2 GeV, or, in a sale independent manner, by omparing the oeient of the power orretions to the
one we have given in Eq. (2).
The seond point onerns the estimate of the disretisation error itself: its magnitude an be esti-
mated by examining the stability of the result as a funtion of β with xed physial parameters.
3.1 Methodologial onsiderations
3.1.1 Use of physial units and omparison of dierent ations
We have to ompare dierent sets of data, with dierent ations and dierent β's. It is a deliate task,
espeially for sale-dependent quantities. Sine the Goldstone pole residue is a physial eet − although
perhaps gauge dependent − seen in the renormalised pseudosalar (PS) vertex, a minimum requirement
is to ompare the results at idential momenta for the same quark mass , not at idential ap if β varies,
as done in ref. [6℄, e.g. when making statements about the magnitude of the Goldstone as ompared to
ours, at p = 1/a". Our Fig. 1 below illustrates the eet of omparing data in terms of ap instead of
p: the data at various β's, whih show large disrepanies in terms of ap (Fig. 1 a), almost superpose in
terms of physial p (Fig. 1 b)7.
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Figure 1: (a) the data from [7℄ for ZMOMS /Z
MOM
P for three values of β, as funtion of the lattie a
2p2
and (b) our ts to these data represented in physial units.
7
This is also quite visible in Figs. 3 to 5 of [7℄.
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The omparison of data from the same ation at dierent β requires only the ratio of the lattie units
a, whih are rather well determined. When we onsider the absolute magnitude of the Goldstone term,
the unertainty beomes larger sine the strength (i.e. the oeient of 1/(mqp
2) ) is proportional to
a−3.
Furthermore, a dependene on the ation, and therefrom an additional uto dependene, is to be
expeted even on the the nite Z's as shown by lattie perturbation theory. In partiular, the Wilson
term and the lover term indue ontributions to nite Z's of the form Cg2 = C6.0/β, with a oeient C
dependent on the ation. These ontributions are quite sizable − even for large β, lose to the ontinuum.
On the other hand, one may expet that the non-perturbative Goldstone part is independent of the ation,
sine it is a long distane eet. Both these expetations are onrmed in the present analysis.
3.1.2 Disretisation errors
At a given β, one an appreiate disretisation errors, as done in [6℄, by observing the disrepanies
between various quantities whih should have been equal, for instane between various estimates of
(ZP /ZS)
WI
, from various Ward identities (WI), or else from the asymptoti value of ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S .
We shall return to their onlusions at the end of the paper.
However, sine one has a series of values for β, it is possible to do better; by observing the variation
of a quantity when one inreases β, one an estimate its disretisation error separately. Indeed, the
disretisation error will then orrespond to the deviation by powers of a from what is expeted lose to
the ontinuum : namely, as we said, one expets a uto independent Goldstone pole, and a very slow
dependene of the perturbative part of ZP /ZS itself through g
2
. Note that these expetations amount,
on the whole, to saying that ZP /ZS should be rather stable with respet to β, on the limited range of
available β values, and we will refer to this, from now on as "stability"; the disretisation errors an then
be estimated as the deviation from this stability.
Suh a study of the β dependene is indeed possible for the Goldstone ontribution to ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S
sine one has three β's, and to some extent for ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S itself, although one must then take into
aount the dependene expeted from O(g2) orretions, whih is very slow, and one must make sure
that the omparisons are performed for the same parameter values in physial units.
3.1.3 Extrapolating to mq = 0
In the presene of a Goldstone pole, and beause of its 1/mq behavior, there is no mq → 0 limit at all
for 1/ZMOMP , and there is the trivial one 0 for Z
MOM
P , or Z
MOM
P /Z
MOM
S . One an dene a hiral limit
only after subtrating the Goldstone pole.
On the other hand, if, as in [6, 7℄, one onsiders ZMOMP as it is, without subtration of the pole, and
if one then makes as usual a linear t in mq, the extrapolation to mq = 0 is not the hiral limit. Two
questions then arise :
1) Is suh a linear t possible, given that the real behaviour inludes a 1/mq term?
2) What is the meaning of the quantity obtained by this linear extrapolation?
As to question 1), a t to 1/mq linear in mq seems possible for the values of mq reahed in standard
numerial simulations, at least for p2 not too small, but is not with smaller masses, as reahed by JLQCD.
As to question 2), we show below that in fat the linear t used in [6℄ gives to a good approximation
ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S at an eetive mass meff (β) whih an be determined by the various masses used in the
extrapolation and whih is lose to the lowest mass.
3.2 Results
First of all, the extrapolated results of [7℄ an then still be used to observe the 1/p2 power behavior of
the Goldstone pole, and a t in 1/p2 will rst allow us to quantify this ontribution. Seondly, we shall
determine meff (β) and this will enable us to observe the typial Goldstone sensitivity to the mass: the
apparent disretisation errors are in fat due to the hidden meff (β) dependene. Finally, we shall be
able to onrm the quantitative estimate of the Goldstone oeient we have made previously, and to
give an estimate of the true disretisation errors in Wilson data.
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3.2.1 Large power orretions
To display the power orretions, we perform a t on the Wilson ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S ratio, given with its
statistial errors in [7℄, and shown in Fig. 1. Note that the momentum variable is the true p, not
p¯ = sin(ap)/a as in [6℄. The values of the parameters orresponding to the data are given in Table 1.
β 6.0 6.2 6.4
1/a (GeV) 2.258±0.050 2.993±0.094 4.149±0.161
κ1 0.1530 0.1510 0.1488
κ2 0.1540 0.1515 0.1492
κ3 0.1550 0.1520 0.1496
κ4 0.1526 0.1500
κcrit 0.15683 0.15337 0.15058
Table 1: the parameters orresponding to the data analysed here, from [7℄.
One an learly see in these data the presene of a pole ontribution at small p2. To quantify it, we t
the points at eah β separately, to the form:
ZMOMS /Z
MOM
P = aS/P (β) +
b(β)
p2
(3)
with b in GeV2 and p in GeV. The results of this t are shown in Fig. 1(b) and in Table 2.
The χ2/dof is rather high, but this is due to the points at high p2 (this an be veried: utting out
high values of p2 redues the χ2/dof substantially), where the disretisation errors and/or the logarithmi
orretions should be the largest. As expeted from BPT, the p2-independent term is remarkably stable
with β (even at 6.0), aS/P ≃ 1.14. The oeient of the power orretion is less stable, hanging by
about 15%, but is onsistently very large. Hene b is learly inompatible with zero, and gives a very
large eet of around 30% on the total ZMOMS /Z
MOM
P at 2 GeV.
β 6.0 6.2 6.4
aS/P 1.1414±0.0072 1.1266 ± 0.0082 1.1364±0.0049
b 1.8710±0.063 2.8996±0.15 2.5844±0.15
χ2/dof 1.49 1.22 1.83
Table 2: the values of the oeients of Eq. (3) t to the data of [7℄.
The onsisteny of the values of b at β = 6.2 and β = 6.4 shows that this ontribution is muh beyond the
disretisation error on ZMOMS /Z
MOM
P . In fat, these an be estimated to about 2% from the dierene
between ZMOMS /Z
MOM
P at 6.2 and 6.4 at p ≃ 2 GeV.
The dierene of b at β = 6.2 and β = 6.4 might be taken as indiating the disretisation artefat on
the oeient itself. However, we show in the next setion that even this dierene is most probably a
physial eet, and that the real disretisation error on the power orretion is still smaller.
3.2.2 Power orretions are of Goldstone origin
Having proven the existene of large power orretions, stable with β, and therefore probably not artefats
of disretisation, we must now prove that these ome from a Goldstone boson. This is in agreement with
the dominane of the divergene of axial urrent (the pseudosalar density) at small pion mass, but in
fat we an show that the data itself favours this interpretation.
However, we would like rst to omment on the dominane of the Goldstone, and, for that purpose,
to establish the onnetion with the quantity WIq disussed in [6℄: power orretions to ZMOMS /Z
MOM
P
an originate only from the Goldstone boson pole ∼ 1/mq, if one is lose enough to the hiral limit.
We start with the Ward identity given in equation (19) of [6℄:
(
ZS
ZP
)WI =
m1ΓP (ap; am1, am1)−m2ΓP (ap; am2, am2)
(m1 −m2)ΓS(ap; am1, am2)
(4)
5
where ΓP and ΓS are the bare vertex funtions. If we assume that ΓP has a Goldstone ontribution,
whereas ΓS doesn't, we get:
ΓP = AP (p
2) +
BP (p
2)
mq
+O(mq)
ΓS = AS(p
2)(1 + λS(p
2)mq)
We see that the r.h.s. of Eq. (4) must then be AP (p
2)/AS(p
2) +O(mq). As (ZS/ZP )
WI
is a onstant,
we have:
AP (p
2)
AS(p2)
= C +O(mq)
with C a onstant, independent of p2.
But in the MOM sheme, the ratio is given by:
ZMOMS
ZMOMP
=
ΓP
ΓS
Hene :
ZMOMS
ZMOMP
= C + (mq)
−1
BP (p
2)
AS(p2)
− (mq)
0
λS(p
2)BP (p
2)
AS(p2)
+O(mq)
We see that the power orretions are dominated by the Goldstone pole 1/mq. There seems to be
possible additional O
(
(mq)
0
)
power orretions, although λS(p
2) is probably small8. These are them-
selves roughly proportional to the residue of the Goldstone term, sine λS(p
2) is not expeted to have
quik variation with p2. At least, they are onneted with the presene of the Goldstone pole, and we
an say that all the power orretions, to this order O(m0q) inluded, originate in the Goldstone pole. In
our ts, we shall neglet the λS(p
2) term in Eq. (5), as well as the smaller O(mq) terms.
We see also that the the dierene :
(
ZS
ZP
)WI −
ZMOMS
ZMOMP
=
BP (p
2)
mqAS(p2)
−
λS(p
2)BP (p
2)
AS(p2)
+O(mq) (5)
is entirely due to the Goldstone boson.
3.2.3 The eetive quark mass; Goldstone t
If the O(mq) orretions are not large, the linear extrapolation to κcrit whih is usually performed
amounts to making a linear t in mq to 1/mq, for the 3 or 4 values of mq with 2amq = 1/κ− 1/κcrit.
The extrapolation of the resulting straight line to mq = 0 (or to κcrit) then denes the inverse of an
eetive mass 1/meff (β). The extrapolated Z
MOM
S /Z
MOM
P is thus really alulated, not at the hiral
limit, but at meff (β), and has the form:
ZMOMS
ZMOMP
= aS/P (β) +
b′
meff (β) p2
, (6)
in other words:
b =
b′
meff (β)
, (7)
where b′ is a onstant, i.e. a number independent of p, mq and β, whih we all the Goldstone strength.
8
This (mq)0 term was ommitted in the initial version of our paper. We thank D. Beirevi for having helped us realise
this. That this λS is indeed small is implied by the observations of the QCDSF group for Wilson ation, hep-lat/9807044,
p.16 ; for Kogut-Susskind ation, it is striking in the Fig 1 of the JLQCD paper, hep-lat/9901019 ; for ALPHA ation, we
thank D. Beirevi for onrming that ZS is inredibly stable with respet to variations of mq over a very large range of
light masses.
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As long as the Goldstone term is not too large, this result is maintained to a good approximation
when the linear extrapolation is made on the inverse, ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S , whih is what is atually done in
[7℄.
We show in Fig. 2(a) and in Table 3 the result of this extrapolation for the values of κ given in Table
1. As we see, meff (β) is lose to the lowest mass used in the extrapolation.
β 6.0 6.2 6.4
meff (β) (GeV) 0.0591 0.0400 0.0434
b′ (GeV3) 0.1106±0.004 0.116±0.006 0.112±0.006
Table 3: the values of the eetive mass dened by the linear extrapolation, and the resulting values
of the oeient of the Goldstone term.
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Figure 2: (a) The three straight lines extrapolate the values of 1/mq at eah β. Their intersetion
with the m = 0 ordinate denes 1/meff (β) and (b) the result of a joint t to all data, after the
1/meff (β) dependene of the Goldstone term has been taken into aount.
We an now dedue b′ from the t to b alulated previously: b′ = bmeff (β). The striking result,
shown in Table 3, is that the rather dierent values of b obtained previously in Table 2 orrespond to
very good approximation to the same b′, i.e., the Goldstone strengths extrated from the data are almost
the same, and the dierene of the b's is mainly due to the dierent values of meff (β) for eah β, whih
are due to the hoie of values of κ.
This eet is also evident in Fig. 5 of [7℄ and in our Fig. 1(b) , where ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S at β = 6.0,
with p in physial units, deviates signiantly from its value at the higher β's, at small momenta. Suh
a deviation annot be explained by disretisation eets, whih are not onned at small momenta. The
natural explanation is that the eetive mass is notably higher than at higher β, and that the apparent
deviation of ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S at β = 6.0 is almost entirely due to the quark mass dependene of the
Goldstone eet, and disappears when results are ompared not only at same physial p, but also at
same physial quark mass. The typial quark mass dependene of the Goldstone had been hidden by
the extrapolation proedure, but has reappeared as a ompletely spurious disretisation eet. The true
Goldstone origin of this titious disretisation eet is revealed by its 1/(p2mq) behaviour.
We are now in a position to perform a joint t to the data at the three values of β, with the variable
1/(meff(β) p
2) instead of 1/p2. We nd, with a χ2/dof = 1.39:
ZMOMS /Z
MOM
P = aS/P (β) +
(0.112± 0.025) GeV3
meff (β) p2
(8)
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The dependene of aS/P on β is very weak: we nd 1/aS/P (β) = 0.88±0.05, 0.88±0.04 and 0.88±0.03
respetively at β = 6.0, 6.2 and 6.4.
The Goldstone ontribution is stable, ompatible at the 3 β's within statistial errors, and very large
when p ≃ 2 GeV andmq ≃ 50MeV. Note that these results, shown in Fig. 2(b), are in diret ontradition
with the onlusions of [6℄.
The mildness of uto dependene is manifest in the possibility of making suh a good ommon
t to the data for the three dierent β's. This possibility also gives strong support to the Goldstone
interpretation, sine it would not be possible without aounting for the 1/mq dependene.
3.2.4 a2p2 disretisation errors
From the t (8), we an dedue the asymptoti value of ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S = 1/aS/P ≈ 0.88, lose to the
BPT result. This should be equal to the value given by the Ward identity (4), from whih however one
gets a lower result 0.79− 0.80 [6℄.
In fat, there seems to be a p-dependent eet, whih is signaled by the fat that the strength of the
Goldstone term beomes slightly lower and that the χ2 improves when utting o the large a2p2 points.
Also, orrespondingly, the right-hand side of Eq. (4), whih equates to ZMOMS /Z
MOM
P minus the
Goldstone, is not perfetly onstant as it should, although it is muh more so than ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S itself,
illustrating the Goldstone interpretation (see Fig. 3 of [6℄). It is also somewhat dierent from 1/aS/P ,
although the omparison between a onstant and a varying quantity is diult.
The residual uto dependene (leaving aside the O(g2) eet) an be tted by a small negative a2p2
term in ZMOMS /Z
MOM
P . We an then obtain very good ts at the three β's with a universal Goldstone
strength b′ = 0.098 GeV3 and a onstant term aS/P whih dereases with β just as expeted from BPT,
and we obtain our nal result:
ZMOMS /Z
MOM
P = aS/P (β) +
(0.098± 0.004)GeV 3
meff (β) p2
− (0.013± 0.003)a2p2 (9)
with χ2/dof = 0.45 and dof = 19. The orresponding values of aS/P , together with the expetations
from BPT and the Ward identities, are shown in Table 3. From this table, it is visible that, one more,
after due subtration of the essentially non perturbative Goldstone pole eet, one has a result lose to
BPT. Note however that the BPT estimate quoted here is the ratio of the one-loop BPT estimates of ZP
and ZS at ap = 1; one would obtain a somewhat dierent result, and one exatly sale independent, by
applying one loop BPT diretly to the ratio.
β 6.0 6.2 6.4
1/aS/P (our t) 0.835±0.010 0.845±0.009 0.845±0.007
1/aS/P (BPT) [7℄ 0.83 0.84 0.85
1/aS/P (WIq) [6℄ - 0.79± 0.02 0.80± 0.02
Table 3: our determination of 1/aS/P ompared with other determinations from [7℄,[6℄.
We show in Fig. 3 that the Goldstone ontribution dominates the disretisation artefat desribed by
our a2p2 term, up to the highest onsidered a2p2 for the two higher values of β.
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Figure 3: the ontribution of the a2p2 term (rising urves) and of the Goldstone ontribution
(dereasing urves) relative to the total
ZS
ZP
.
This t, as shown in Table 3, also gives an estimate of the asymptoti ontribution to the Ward Identity,
1/aS/P , lower and loser to (4). We also give our estimate of the relative sizes of the three terms at
a2p2 = 1 in Table 4.
β 6.0 6.2 6.4
Goldstone term 21.5% 19.0% 10.1%
a2p2 disretisation errors -0.83% -0.87% -0.96%
Table 4: the relative values of the Goldstone boson and of the a2p2 disretisation errors at a2p2 = 1.
We must of ourse keep in mind that the proedure used here is rude, and that a proper analysis
of the data must take the Goldstone ontribution into aount for eah κ, before extrapolating to the
hiral limit. Hene the agreement with BPT and the dierene with the WI determination may reet
the rudeness of our method, due to the unavailability of better data. It is also possible to get ts still
loser to 1/aS/P = 0.8 by allowing for a
4p4 terms, at the ost of some variation of b′ with β. On the
other hand it is lear that a similar analysis of disretisation artefats of the type anpn ould be usefully
applied to WIq, whih does not appear to be perfetly onstant. At any rate, we observe that even with
our latter ts with a4p4 terms, the main onlusion is still the same: the Goldstone strength is large,
lose to our previous estimate, and well above any estimate of disretisation errors over a large range of
momenta above 2 GeV.
3.2.5 Comparison with Goldstone residue extrated from QCDSF improved data
We an ompare the Goldstone residue with our result of Eq. (2), extrated from the QCDSF data.
Sine we do not know the value of ZS from the ALPHA ation, the simplest thing to do, disregarding
slow logarithmi evolutions, is to ompare the magnitudes of the ratio of the power orretion to the
perturbative term at p andmq similar in physial units, or of the Goldstone strength b
′
to the perturbative
term in the same unit GeV
3
. We immediately notie that the latter ratio is in perfet agreement: 0.82
GeV
3
for the improved ation, 0.818± 0.003 GeV3 for the Wilson ation.
Hene there is full ompatibility between the various determinations of the Goldstone strength, both
at various β's and for various ations, onverging towards very large values, some 30% of the total around
2 GeV and for a mass around 50 MeV.
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4 Disretisation errors; an overall disussion
We now ome to the paper [6℄ of Giusti and Vladikas (G&V), and to a disussion of the origin of
its onlusions, opposite to ours. Admittedly, many of the proedures used there are ommon in the
literature, but they turn out to be inappropriate for the present disussion of the Goldstone ontribution.
Hene we think that beyond answering the ritiisms of [6℄, ommenting upon them is of general interest.
Although they intended to disuss speially our estimate of the magnitude of the Goldstone ontri-
bution, the ore of the argument of G&V is the omparison of various determinations of (ZP /ZS)
WI
. The
spread of the values diretly extrated from Ward identities, and the deviation with the values obtained
for ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S , are supposed to be a measure of the disretisation error on Z
MOM
P /Z
MOM
S itself.
This way of estimating the errors is one of our main disagreements, for reasons expressed below in points
2 and 3. The other main dierene is that G&V do not take into aount the strong sale dependene
of ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S , as explained in points 1 and 4.
1. Let us rst emphasize that, even admitting the 10− 15 % estimate of disretisation errors made by
[6℄, these errors annot dominate the 30 % estimate of the Goldstone pole that we have given at
2 GeV. The reason why G&V have missed this point is lear. The argument, illustrated in their
Fig. 4 and Table 1, relies on a point with large momentum for eah β. The numbers of ref. [6℄ are
given at sin
2(ap) = 0.8, i.e. at p = 3.3 GeV (β = 6.2) or p = 4.6 GeV (β = 6.4). This hoie of
a large physial momentum is not appropriate when the manifest goal is to disuss the Goldstone
pole overall strength. Indeed, if there is a Goldstone pole, ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S strongly depends on p
2
,
and its dierene with the asymptoti value dereases rapidly with inreasing p2, rendering diult
or eventually impossible the determination of the power orretion. Had G&V taken p = 2 GeV,
they would have had to quote a entral value for ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S around 0.6 or less (as an be seen
from their Fig. 3), muh below WIq = 0.79 and also below WIh = 0.68 − making manifest the
large magnitude of the Goldstone −. In the introdution to their new version of the paper [6℄, they
state however that ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S is ompatible with the WI's even at 2 GeV within disretisation
errors; this, from their own numbers, amounts to admitting still larger disretisation errors of the
order of 30 % or more at β = 6.2 and a2p2 = 0.45 (dierene between 0.79 and 0.6). One the
other hand, the only known way to explain the data with a reasonable error estimate is through
the Goldstone interpretation.
2. Furthermore, let us emphasize that their estimated disretisation errors ontradit the evolu-
tion of data with β as far as ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S is onerned. Indeed in [7℄, the statistial errors
on ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S are small, and the disretisation errors seem also small, sine the values of
ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S taken at the same physial momenta dier only by a few perent between β = 6.2
and β = 6.4 (see Fig. 1(a)).
A areful reading of the text reveals that the muh larger error introdued in [6℄ has atually nothing
to do with the error on ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S itself, but really onerns the estimated error made on the
indiret estimate of the Ward identity result through the asymptoti value of ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S . This
error was already given in [7℄, and in fat, in [7℄, the same numbers were quoted as RGI (i.e.,
estimate of the asymptoti, renormalisation group invariant quantity). Indeed, in [7℄, the lak of
the expeted plateau was interpreted as an error of 10 to 15% on (ZP /ZS)
RGI
. In [6℄, the same
number is re-expressed arbitrarily as an error on the value of ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S at the lower end of
the range, a2µ2 = 0.8, though it is not an atual error on ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S .
In our opinion, the lak of plateau signals power orretions and the need to subtrat them. The
proedure of [6℄, whih amounts to inluding them automatially into the errors on ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S ,
makes it of ourse impossible to disuss the power orretions.
3. Moreover, G&V further substantiate their estimate of the disretisation eet by observing a 10−
15% disrepany between determinations from two Ward identities, alledWIq andWIh, at β = 6.2.
This proedure has the advantage that the Ward identities are sale independent. It is also a natural
approah, if one is working at only one β, to look for the dierene between quantities whih should
be equal. However, in this approah, one does not know whih is the best estimate, or whether
both equally fail: the same disretisation error is attributed to both, and to any other quantity,
suh as (ZP /ZS)
RI/MOM
, whih may be over-pessimisti.
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As already emphasized, a better approah is to examine the variation of the spei quantity
whih one wants to study, when one inreases β. Admittedly, small variations an present from
the variation of αS , but they should be O(g
2) in BPT and vary slowly with β, and hene the
quantity should be very stable when β hanges. If it is stable up to logarithms, this partiular
quantity has probably a small disretisation error. It seems that the WIq determination hanges
very slightly between 6.2 and 6.4, from 0.79 to 0.8. In fat, the values are ompatible within
statistial errors, and the small inrease is expeted from BPT. This is not so for WIh, whih shows
a strong variation from 0.68 to 0.73. In fat, WIh orresponds to ZA times the ratio ρ/mq of
the axial to the subtrated mass, and the latter ratio is known to exhibit rather large variations.
The natural onlusion would be then that WIq deserves more trust than WIh. The same an be
said probably of ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S , whih is remarkably stable, with a small variation in agreement
with BPT. . Thus the large disretisation error should be probably attributed to WIh only, not
to the three quantities at the same time. It is then rewarding that WIq and ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S give
ompatible results for the estimate of WI, after due subtration of the Goldstone pole, as we have
shown above.
4. We note that in their Fig. 4 and Table 1, G&V onsider the spread of values of various determi-
nations of ZP /ZS with inreasing β, inluding Z
MOM
P /Z
MOM
S , at the same a
2µ2 = 0.8, and not at
at the same physial p, as one should do when disussing the error on a sale-dependent quantity.
G&V are in fat not omparing the same quantity at two dierent β's, but two dierent quantities:
the values of ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S respetively at p = 3.3 GeV and p = 4.6 GeV.
The natural explanation of the inrease of ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S with β in their gure and table is the
derease of the power orretion with inreasing p, whih is a physial eet, not the disretisa-
tion errors, exept at very large p. If we duly ompare at idential p, we see one again that
ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S is very stable with β, and that the disrepany with WIq does not derease, unlike
suggested by the Fig. 4 of [6℄: it is a physial eet, the sign of Goldstone ontribution as shown
above.
5 Conlusion
The quantity ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S appears to be the best indiator of the Goldstone pole. Contrarily to [6℄,
we nd a large Goldstone ontribution to the Wilson data, of the same magnitude as found previously
with data for ZMOMP from the QCDSF improved ation. The results are onsistent for 3 values of β
and for momenta ranging from about 1 GeV to 8 GeV. Of ourse, the determination of the Goldstone
strength omes mainly from moderate momenta, where the ontribution is the largest. The disretisation
unertainty, as estimated from the variation of ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S with β, appears in fat to be rather small,
and the Goldstone ontribution at p = 2− 4 GeV is far above it. Even admitting the larger disretisation
error advoated by [6℄, whih is not relevant in our opinion, our laimed Goldstone ontribution at 2 GeV
is so large, as already found previously, that it is learly dominating. Evidently, it is smaller at the higher
momenta onsidered by G&V in their Fig. 4 and Table 1, but this is as it should be: it must be ∝ 1/p2 !
This large Goldstone ontribution explains in a natural manner the disrepany of the MOM ZP with
the ALPHA group determination of ZP at large distane (around 30% at 2 GeV). It also explains for
the most part the absene of plateau in ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S , even at the highest aeptable momenta. True,
we nd some ontribution from a2p2 artefats, but ertainly not a dominant one. Given this absene of
a plateau, one should not insist on extrating an estimate of (ZP /ZS)
WI
diretly from ZMOMP /Z
MOM
S ,
even if one assumes large errors. The only way to proeed, whih we have illustrated here, is to subtrat
the Goldstone ontribution. The result of the subtration is, one more, a number lose to the BPT ex-
petation, whih is quite enouraging. Another formulation of this is to use Eq. (4), whih automatially
subtrats the Goldstone, and whih is found to be rather stable with β.
Of ourse, some slight hanges in the onlusions must be expeted from a more thorough analysis
of the omplete data, where it may be possible, in partiular, to explain the small disrepany between
WIq and 1/aS/P given in Table 3.
It remains to explain the apparently dierent onlusion from [10℄, at β = 6.2, whih nd smaller
power orretions; this may be related to o-shell improvement.
The interesting and intriguing physial question is now to nd the reason why the Goldstone residue is
so large in ZMOMP or Z
MOM
P /Z
MOM
S . This is onneted with the behavior of the pion wave funtion (BS
11
amplitude) at short distane. The apparent ontradition with the standard OPE is puzzling. A naïve
interpretation of our results
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would be to laim that the quark ondensate is 10 times the standard value,
but this is ertainly not probable, and the ultimate physial reason of this disagreement must surely be
more subtle.
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Note added in proof:
While we were writing this letter, C. Dawson [12℄ and Y. Zhestkov [13℄ stressed again the neessity of
subtrating the Goldstone pole to obtain a hiral limit.
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